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Let H = --d + V, where the potential V is spherically symmetric and 
can be decomposed as a sum of a short-range and a long-range term, V(r) = 
Vs(r) + VL . Let h = lim ~up,,~ V,(r) < co (we allow h = - m) and set 
Xc = max(h, 0). Assume that for some ~a, VL(r)e F(r, , co) and that there 
exists 6 > 0 such that (d/dr)VL(r) . (A+ - VL(r) + 1)-i = O(r-‘8),j = l,..., 2k, 
as r 4 m. Assume further that sT(dr/l VL(7)111a) = m and that 2k6 > 1. 
It is shown that: (a) The restriction of H to Cm(W) is essentially self-adjoint. 
(b) The essential spectrum of H contains the closure of (X, co). (c) The part of 
H over (A, m) is absolutely continuous. 
I. INTR~OUCTI~N 
In this second part of [l] we consider the problem of the absolute continuity 
of the essential spectrum (or part of it) of a Schrodinger operator on Rn 
H = -A + I-. U-1) 
Here I’ is a real spherically symmetric potential which can be decomposed 
as the sum of a “short-range” and a “long-range” term 
w(r) = V,(r) + VL’Y), Y = /XI. (1.2) 
The following assumptions are made on V: 
W) V) ~Go,(O, co), 
(V2) V(r) = O(rr2++ > 0 as Y - 0, 
(V2)’ si V(Y)~ yn-l dr < cc ((V2)’ follows from (V2) for n 3 4), 
(VS) Vs(Y) ELl(Yo , co) for some r. > 0, 
(VLl) s1” (dr/l VL(r)lll”) = CO, 
(VL2) lim supr,, VL(y) = h < cc,; 
(1.3) 
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and with h L = max(/\, 0), some S > 0, and some positive integer K such that 
2kS > 1, ive have 
(9 VL(r> E Czk(ro , co), 
(ii) VP’(r) . (A+ - V,(r) + 1)-l = O(r+) 
as Y + a,j = l,..., 2k, where V~)(Y) = (d/d~)jV~(r). 
As we shall see in Section 3, the above assumptions ensure that the restriction 
of H to C,=(P) is essentially self-adjoint. We denote again by Hits unique self- 
adjoint extension. By the spherical symmetry of V, H is unitarily equivalent to 
the direct sum of ordinary differential operators in L2(R+) (R+ = (0, cc)) 
having the form 
Hj = - (&)’ + f (vj + (n - ‘k(” - 3)) + V(Y) (1.4) 
(vi are the eigenvalues of the Laplace-Beltrami operator. See Appendix in [2]). 
Let ue(H) be the essential spectrum of H. Obviously lJj oe(Hj) Cue(H). 
The problem of determining the essential spectrum for ordinary differential 
operators has been studied extensively [3, Sect. XIII.lO.C] and references 
therein). In particular, if V,(co) = lim,,, V,(Y) is finite then 
Consider now the case that vL(co) = -co. Titchmarsh [I 1, Chap. 51 and 
Naimark [8, Sect. 241 have proved (1.5) under the additional conditions 
(a) VL(y) is monotone decreasing, 
(b) I G(r)1 I v~(r)l-~'~ + I J'&)l" I v~(r)l-"" ~Wyc,, ~0). U-6) 
In fact, inspection of their proofs reveals that they have actually shown that 
a&&) = u&4>, (1.7) 
where uac(Hj) is the absolutely continuous spectrum. Walter [12] and Rejto 
and Sinha [9] have proved (1.5), (1.7) using only condition (b). For other results 
on ae(Hj), where either monotonicity or a stronger decay assumption are used, 
see [4, Chap. 2; 5-71. 
It is the aim of this paper to prove (1.5), (1.7) under the weaker assumption 
(VLZ)(ii). It turns out that assuming (1.6) our method gives another proof of 
the Walter-Rejto-Sinha theorem (see Remark 3.2). 
In the case where VL(r) oscillates near +co we were unable to determine the 
essential spectrum exactly, but we get 
CA, 00) C MW (1.8) 
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However, we prove the absolute continuity of the portion of ue(H,) in [h, co), 
for every j, so that H is absolutely continuous over [h, co). Thus, for example, 
the operator --d + sin(r”), 01 < 1, is absolutely continuous over [l, co), in 
contrast to the case (Y = 1, in which the spectrum consists of disjoint finite inter- 
vals. 
As in [l], our method is based on obtaining asymptotic estimates for the solu- 
tions of HjU = ZU, z complex (Section 2), and implementing them in the construc- 
tion of the resolvent kernel (Section 3). The structure of the spectrum is then 
studied via the behavior of the “boundary values” of the resolvent kernel on the 
real axis. 
Note that our asymptotic lemma covers the case in which V,(r) is a polynomial 
with a negative leading coefficient (we do not make use of (1.3) for the lemma). 
The case that vL(r) is a polynomial having a positive leading coefficient has been 
extensively studied and very detailed results about the asymptotic behavior of 
subdominant solutions in a sector containing the positive r-axis have been 
obtained (see [IO, Chap. 21). On the other hand, in our case we establish the 
oscillatory behavior of solutions along the positive r-axis. Our solutions decay 
exponentially away from the axis, so that the oscillatory behavior can be viewed 
as the boundary behavior of the associated subdominant solutions. 
II. AN ASYMPTOTIC LEMMA 
In this section we establish some asymptotic properties of solutions of 
(- (-g)’ + VL(T) + Q@,) 11 = aL (2.1) 
Here Q(T) is a “short-range” term which satisfies assumption (VS), and 
x E e(l), where I C (h, co) is compact (h = lim SUP~+~ V,(r)) and 
Q+(I) = {z/Re x E 1, 0 < Im z < c}. (2.2) 
In what follows Y,, will denote a sufficiently large number, independent of z, 
to be determined in the process of the proof. 
LEMMA 2.1. Equation (2.1) has a solution ~I(T, z), continuous on Rf x Q+(I), 
which satisfies 
9)(r, z) = (2 - VL(r))-114 exp (Sr i(l + a(~, z>)(z - ~L(S))~‘~ ds) - (1 + O(l)), 
20 
$ tp(r, z) = i(z - VL(r))l12 * qo(r, 2) * (1 + 0( 1)) (2.3) 
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as Y + CO, uniformly in z E Q+(I), where a(r, z) has the following properties: 
(a) a(r, a) is continuous on [y. , co) x Q+(I). 
(b) a(r, z) is real for real x. 
(c) a(r, z) = O(j x -- Lt(r)l-l . T-*~) as Y -+ co. 
Proof. Define a change of variable (Liouville’s transformation) by 
[l(r, x) = j-’ (z - VL(s))l’* ds. 
To 
Since Re z > h, the integrand is well-defined and Im(z - VL(s))r/* 3 0. 
As r ranges over (rO , co), 6’ traces out a curve C,(z) in the complex plane. 
Equation (2.1) is now transformed into 
* 1 WI 
+ 3 (z - VL(r))3’z d[l d+ 
Q(y) 
z - V,(r) 1 u(P) =u(P). 
Note that the differentiation d/de1 is performed in the direction of C,(z), 
along which 51 and Y are related as above. 
Set 
1 v;(Y) 
“(“) = 2 (2 _ VL@))3/2 ’ 
u’(P) = ~(6’) exp (- i ( K’(y) dq), 
where the integral is taken along C,(z) and 4,’ = [‘(r, , a), 





ij (z - VL(T))2 + & (z y&)3 ’ 1 (2.4) 
41m = 
Q(r) 
z - V&) 
It is now easily seen that ~~(5’) satisfies the equation 
[- ($)’ + (P&3 + cm)] I’ = 43. (2.5) 
Next, define a sequence of transformations for j = 2,..., K, following the same 
procedure as in [l], namely, 
p(r, Z) = 
s 
f’-’ 
(1 - Pj-l(~))“” dv, (2.6) g-1 II 
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where $’ = Ej-l(r,, , z) and the integration is carried out along C,-l(z). 
Equation (2.11) below shows that ~~~~(77) -+ 0 along Cj-l(z). We denote ‘by 
Cj(z) the curve traced out by [j(., z). With respect to .$j, Eq. (2.5) takes the form 
where 
[- ($)’ + (Pj(5') + e(F))] u’(t’) = ui(5’), (2.7) 
qj(t?) = Bj2(P), 
22(p) = d-l( [j) exp (- i LI: &r(y) dq) . 
Equation (2.6) can be written as 
j-1 
de = (z - VJY))~‘~ n (1 - ~~(6”))“’ dr. 
1=1 
(2.8) 
We now show that pjh)(&, z)), 0 < h < 2k - 2 (differentiation with respect 
to r), is a sum of termsf(r, z) of the form 
f(r 9 z) = c(l + a(~ 9 z))(z - VL(r))-“( Vci”(r))i’ ... ( V’fm’(~))fm, L L (2.9) 
where c is a real constant, 1 < i, < 2j + h, 1 + OI(Y, z) is the product of factors 
of the form ((1 - pi(P))-“/t > 0, 1 < 1 < j - I}, and 
(2.10) 
Indeed, all these assertions obviously hold true for the case j = 1. We now 
proceed by induction fromj - 1 toj. Letf(r, x) of (2.9) be one of the terms of 
pj-i(.$-r). To obtain Bjl(p), we differentiate f (with respect to [j-l), thus 
obtaining a sum of terms having the same form. In each of these terms the sum 
x:3”=, i,j, is increased by at least 1 (using the induction hypothesis for the deriva- 
tive of CX), while p is increased by at least the same amount as EL, j, . Finally, 
to obtain pi@) we differentiate Bjl or square it. Applying the above remarks to 
that second differentiation and observing that the product of two terms of the 
form (2.9) is again of the same form, we get (2.10) for p&j). 
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We shall need also the following estimates for the coefficients p, , 4,) 
which hold uniformly for z E Q+(Z): 
(El) p’,l’@(r, z)) = O(l x - V,(Y)\-’ ~-~j”) as r+ 03,l <j<K 
0 < I < 2k - 2j. (2.11) 
(E2) Given E > 0, there exists y. = Ye such that 
(2.12) 
(E3) 
(E4) There exists a positive function g(r) EP(Y~, co) such that 
1 q&yr, x))l 1 Jg / <g(y), y a ‘0. 
(2.13) 
Equation (2.11) follows immediately from (2.9), (2.10) and assumption 
(VL2)(ii): 
I p,(t5(y, al = O(l z - vL(w y 
4X;blil5‘ 
1. 
Estimate (2.12) is obvious for j = 1 (see (2.4)). For j > 1 we use (2.9), 
(2.10) and assumption (VL2)(ii): 
I Imf(y, 41 < c I Im +, z>l + E I Im(z - Vdr))-l I 
j-1 
< c 1 I ImP&Tl + E 
Im(z - V&))l’” 
, z _ VL(y), . 
I=0 
Equation (2.13) follows from (2.8), (2.11) and the assumption 2K6 > 1. 
Estimate (2.14) is obvious for j = 1. For j > 1 it follows from the construction 
of qj and (2.11). 
Using (2.8), (2.11) and (2.12) we now obtain 
Im $ > f Im(z - VL(y))li2 - E Re((z - I’~(r))l’~) . 
In@ - J’LL(Y)Y’~ , o 
I z - vL(rl ’ . 
Thus, for .s E Q+(Z) and Y, > rl > r. we have 
Im(S”(r, z) - fk(yl , 4) 3 0. (2.15) 
We now turn back to Eq. (2.7) with j = Zz. Using (2.15) and the above 
estimates we can proceed in exactly the same way as in [I]. Then, analogously 
to (2.26) in [I], we get a solution ~~(6”) such that 
Us = eiEk(l + O(l)), & uk(Ek) = ieff”(l + O(1)). (2.16) 
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Next, we trace &(e”) back to a solution u of (2.1). To obtain G, we modify u 
by a factor of the form 
= (Z - V,(r))l’4 fi (1 - pj&j-l(r, z)))““, 
j&2 
where the principal branch of the logarithm has been taken. Hence the solution 
q(r, a) of (2.1) corresponding to uk is given by 
qJ(y, 4 = 45v, 4) * (2 - vL(y))-1’4 fi2 (1 - P,-@-‘(r, s)))-“” 
= e@(f*t)(z - T/TL(~))-l14 fi (1 - ~j-I(~j-1))-“4(1 + O(l)), (2.17) 
j=2 
and 
qY(r,z) = g. g. (z - vL(Y))-l/4 fi (1 -pj-1(p-l))-'14 
j=2 
+ i U”(r$“) ’ Vi(Y)(Z - VL))-b’4 fi (1 - pj-l(Y-'))-"4 
j=2 
+ a @(f”)(Z - VL(Y))-l14 i fi (1 - pj-l(P-'))-"4 + T 
1,=2 iz
= ieqz - V~(Y))1’4(1 + O(1)) + ; eqz - vL(Y))-1’4 * O(r-8)(1 + O( 1)) 
+ eEck - O(rdz8 1 z - VL(r)I-214), 
where we have used (2.8) and (2.11) t o estimate dfj/dr and also assumption 
(VL2)(ii) and (2.11) for the second and third terms. 
To conclude the proof of the lemma, we note that by (2.8) 
where 
tk(y, z) = 
I 
’ (z - VL(s))“2(1 + a(s, z)) ds, 
?7 
k-l 
and the stated properties for a(~, z) follow from the construction of p, and (2.11). 
Q.E.D. 
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Remark 2.1. Note that the lemma can be proved under the assumption 
(replacing (VL2)(ii)) that p,([i(r, z))(d(l/dr) ~Ll(r~, co). In fact, (2.15) for 
k = 1 follows from the definition of P(r, z). Taking (2.4) into consideration, 
we see that this is, in fact, the condition (1.6) given by Rejto and Sinha [9] and 
Walter [12]. (Absolute integrability for some x E Q+(I) implies (1.6); cf. Remark 1 
in [12].) 
Remark 2.2. Note that (1.3) has not been used in the proof of the lemma. 
Thus the lemma gives the asymptotic behavior of the bounded solution of (2. I), 
where VL(y) = -Y” + ~~!~’ adi, a, real. 
III. THE SPECTRUM OF H 
In this section we assume that H is given by (1. I), where V satisfies assump- 
tions (Vl), (V2)-(V2)‘, (VS), (VLI) and (VL2). 
LEMMA 3.1. The restriction of H to COm(Rn) is essentially self-adjoint. 
Proof. Since the direct sum of essentially self-adjoint operators is essentially 
self-adjoint, it suffices to prove the lemma for every Hj of the form (1.4). The 
boundary condition of Hi at Y = 0, if needed, is determined by the fact that the 
closure of H contains all compactly supported functions in H2(R”) (see Appendix 
in [2]). Hence, by the Weyl-Kodaira theorem, it suffices to show that Hj has no 
boundary value at +OO, or, equivalently, that for some real /\a not all solutions 
of Hp = h,u are in L2(R+). So, let h, > h and let p(r, ha) be the solution of 
Lemma 2.1. By assumption (VLl) and (2.3) we have: p(r, A,,) $L2(Ri-). Q.E.D. 
We now determine the structure of the continuous spectrum of H. It is well 
known that if VL(a) = lim,,,, st(r) is finite then se(H), the essential spectrum 
of H, is [VL(co), cc). The next theorem provides a generalization of this fact: 
THEOREM 3.1. se(H) contains the closure of (A, CO), where h = lim suprem VL(y). 
Proof. Let h, > /\. It suffices to show that X, E o,(H~). By a lemma of 
Glazman (see [3, Sect. X111.6.71) this will follow if we show that no real solution 
of Hju = h,u is square-integrable near + co. Applying Lemma 2.1 and denoting 
b(r, A,) = jr (1 + a(s, h,))(h, - vL(s))1’2 ds 
ro 
we see that the most general real solution is given by (up to a constant) 
+(I, A,) = (A, - V&))-‘l*[sin(Z@, AJ + 4 + O(lK 
f(Y, Ao) = (A0 - lr,(Y))“4[cos(&, 4J + 4 + W)l* 
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where 0 < IY < 2~r is a constant (compare 112, Eq. (13)]). By a theorem of 
Levinson ([8, Sect. 23.61) if $(I, h,) EL*(Y~ , CO) then so is (h, - VL(~))-1/2#‘(~, 4). 
However, by the above expressions this implies that (h, - VL(~))-1;4 EJ?(Y~, OO), 
which is a contradiction to assumption (VLl). Q.E.D. 
Remark 3.1. For real h, > /\, P(Y, X,) and CJJ(Y, ha) (given by Lemma 2.1) are 
two linearly independent solutions of Hju = X,X Thus, if we replace (1.3) 
by the condition 
we see that the restriction of Hj to [l, co) has a compact resolvent. Since the 
essential spectrum of H,/(O, l] is void [2] we have in this case [3, Sect. XIII.7.4] 
that Hj has a discrete spectrum. This means that under (3.1) the essential spec- 
trum of H is the closure of the set of non-isolated or infinite-dimensional eigen- 
values. 
Next, we show that the portion of a,(H) in (h, co) is absolutely continuous. 
THEOREM 3.2. The interval (A, co) is contained in u,,(H), the absolutely 
continuous spectrum of H. 
Proof. Again, it suffices to prove the absolute continuity for every Hj . 
Hence, we can use the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 1 in [l]. 
Inspecting the proof there we see that, by Lemma 2.1, all we have to prove is 
the following assertion: 
Let T(Y, /\a) be the solution given by Lemma 2.1 for real h, > h. Let W(f, g) = 
f 2 - fg'. Then 
qP(y, h), dy, M f 0. (3.2) 
(Note that W(v, Q) does not depend on Y.) To prove (3.2), we use (2.3): 
YQ4Y9 hJ9 dY9 43)) = F-2 w(q(Y, A,), q(y, A,)) = -2i. Q.E.D. 
Remark 3.2. As pointed out in Remark 2.1, Lemma 2.1 and consequently 
Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 could be proven by using the stronger assumption (1.6) 
instead of (VL2)(ii). As a matter of fact, Theorem 3.1 can be proved using 
Lemma 2.1 and a minor modification of Walter’s proof in this case (see [12, 
Theorem 21). However, our proof of Theorem 3.2 differs considerably from 
the absolute continuity proofs in [9, 121. 
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